Intelligent sat nav
systems learn about
drivers’ behavior
Thijs Muizelaar

Drivers are averse to accepting help,

TomTom and other satellite navigation systems have

as they often know best themselves.

really taken off and are now almost standard features in all

In order to find out what kind of
information they need to make their
own decisions, Thijs Muizelaar is

can also anticipate congestion and suggest alternative
routes. Nevertheless, these systems do have their
limitations, Muizelaar says, ‘They base their advice on
the current situation and calculate situations they can’t

designing a route selection simulator.

track. As a result, drivers are sent via a different route,

Extraordinary circumstances have his

creating new problems there. This is called alternating

particular attention: how do drivers
28

modern cars. Apart from offering route information, they

behavior, which does nothing to solve problem.
The systems always calculate an alternative, even though

respond to accidents, road works and

the congestion might be short lived and you would do

heavy traffic during events?

better to follow your original course. Also, these systems
do not suggest alternative modes of transport.’

To find out what kind of information drivers would like
to receive while on the road, Muizelaar primarily studied
extraordinary circumstances, such as accidents, road
works and special events that often create parking
problems. ‘In the case of events, people proved highly
interested in alternative modes of transport, where
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they could park at a train station and then travel onward by

Although Muizelaar does not pretend to be able to solve

bus or train.’ The extent to which drivers already use traffic

the immense traffic problems in the Netherlands, he does

information determines their wishes: ‘They want even

believe he can add an extra dimension to navigation systems,

more information. Drivers concerned with performance

by creating models describing the use of information.

want as much information as possible, so that they can

‘Drivers are not easily fooled. You can’t suggest a route

make their own decisions. Conscious drivers want to

that they don’t trust. This is also the outcome of a study by

know more about alternative transport. Leisurely drivers

TNO Human Factors, with which CTIT and the Applications

don’t want the fastest route but the most scenic one and

of Integrated Driver Systems Assistance knowledge centre

‘resigned’ drivers don’t really care one way or the other.

closely cooperate. If you can prove that your information

Age is another important factor: elderly people often opt

is correct and reliable, you stand to gain a lot. I am curious

for the shortest route instead of the fastest one. There

whether alternating behavior in case of congestion will be

is also a difference between recreational and business

reduced. Manufacturers of navigation systems, like Siemens

traffic. Moreover, special preferences can be taken into

VDO, are greatly interested in this study.’

account, such as “I want as few left-turns as possible”.’
A surprising aspect is that 60% of respondents is willing to
pay for information, whenever content, quality and timeliness
matches the costs.

‘In our route selection simulator we have subjects take a
particular route along which accidents are made to happen.

‘In our route selection simulator
we have subjects take a particular
route along which accidents are
made to happen.’

Based on the traffic information he or she receives, the
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subject decides which route to take. Preferences are taken
into account when information is provided: while some
drivers prefer to take a longer route, others take congestion
for granted. We use an existing online simulating model in
which we can include as many vehicles as we want. We also
want to study the difference between people who do not
know the conditions beforehand and people who are more
familiar with the route network by studying a map or driving
around a little. How does that influence the choices they
make and the route they choose?’
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